THE POWER OF THE PROVISIONAL
The path to restoration success and longevity begins with a strong start. DENTSPLY’s provisional solution provides the right set of products and techniques to help ensure you achieve procedural efficiencies and optimal clinical success, while protecting office profitability.

Provisionals are an important element of crown and bridge restorations. Each successful execution supports your goals of final restoration longevity and patient satisfaction, while ensuring the full procedure remains one of the most profitable for the practice.

SUCCESS STARTS WITH A BETTER PROVISIONAL SOLUTION

**$115**
15-minute recement visit could cost you more than $115 (time & resources)

**$347**
Return visits for refabrication could cost as much as $347 (time & resources)


*2. 2006 ADA Survey of Dental Services Rendered; 2011 ADA Survey of Dental Fees*
ACHIEVING GREATER CLINICAL EFFECTIVENESS

BUILD FROM AN ACCURATE MATRIX

75% OF POSSIBLE PROVISIONAL PITFALLS CAN DERIVE FROM THE PRELIMINARY IMPRESSION

From the preliminary impression to the provisional material and temporary cementation, visit one can lay the foundation for overall procedural success, resulting in:

- Improved diagnostic impressions
- Accurate anatomical contours
- Better provisional fit and positioning
- Homogenous mix with no dust or cleanup

CREATE A BETTER PROVISIONAL

80% OF DEFINITIVE CEMENTATION VISITS ARE IMPACTED BY TEMPORARY CEMENT USE

IMPROVES AND IMPROVES CAN COST AN OFFICE AS MUCH AS $300 IN LOST PRODUCTION

To counteract the most common pitfalls like open margins, rough margins, bad contours, or poor occlusal contacts, Algin•X Ultra Alginate Alternative delivers high-dental and dimensional stability to help ensure:

- Accurate anatomical contours
- Better provisional fit and positioning
- Homogenous mix with no dust or cleanup

CEMENT WITH THE END IN MIND

100% OF DEFINITIVE CEMENTATION VISITS ARE IMPACTED BY TEMPORARY CEMENT USE

Set the tone for the rest of the procedure by choosing the right material. Integrity® TempGrip® Cement helps by:

- Simplifying clean-up with no residual cement left behind
- Establishing an ideal environment for resin-based definitive cementation
- Avoiding desiccating the prepared tooth

Winning visit two. The provisional helps ensure patients return for their final crown and bridge seating appointment with optimal dental and tissue conditions for a surprise-free visit. Final fit, positioning, tissue contour, and tissue health are all directly impacted by visit one. Also, post-op sensitivity, patient comfort, masticatory function, and provisional esthetic qualities all play an important role in overall patient satisfaction and assessment of a clinician’s skill.
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52% of clinicians want to use their staff more!

Help Your Assistant Help Your Practice. Successfully executing the provisional procedure requires not only the skills of the dentist but also the skills of the assistant in that many dentists wish they could use their assistant more. Undertrained or underutilized auxiliary staff can lead to unnecessary office inefficiencies. Spending time and resources to bolster auxiliary staff knowledge and skills will go a long way in increasing total office production and patient satisfaction.

THE KEY TO A BETTER PROVISIONAL? START WITH A BETTER LINEUP.

DENTSPLY has designed a complete solution, including a suite of products that not only work well but also most importantly, work well together. Providing opportunities for greater clinical effectiveness at every step.

DENTSPLY 360 FOR THE PRACTICE. Bring your office in for learn the latest techniques and technologies from top industry speakers.

CE COURSES FOR THE CLINICIAN. Convenient online/broadcast style helping to stay up-to-date on your accreditation for your entire staff.
**Temporary Crown & Bridge Material**

**ALGIN-X ULTRA**  
Alginite Alternative

- 61E800 4-Pack Refill Cartridge – Fast Set  
  4 Cartridges (50mL ea)  
  6 Mixing Tips

- 61E801 Bulk Refill Cartridge – Fast Set  
  24 Cartridges (50mL ea)

- 61E810 DECA™ Standard Pack – Fast Set  
  2 Cartridges (380mL ea)  
  20 Dynamic Mixing Tips  
  1 Bayonet Locking Ring

- 61E810-3 DECA™ Economy Pack – Fast Set  
  3 Standard Packs

**Integrity MULTI-CURE**  
Temporary Crown & Bridge Material

- 666650 Introductory Kit  
  1 Cartridge Integrity Multi•Cure – Shade A2 (76g)  
  15 Mixing Tips for Integrity Multi•Cure  
  2 Syringes Integrity TempGrip Cement (9g ea)  
  20 Mixing Tips for Integrity TempGrip Cement  
  1 10:1 Cartridge Dispenser

- 6666280 Cartridge Mixing Tips Refill Package (20)

**Integrity TEMPGRIP**  
Temporary Crown & Bridge Cement

- 666450 Syringe Refill Package  
  2 Syringes (9g each)  
  20 Mixing Tips

- 666460 Mixing Tips Refill Package (50)

---

**SINGLE-UNIT CROWN **  
**TOTAL PRACTICE SOLUTION™**

38 West Clarke Avenue / Milford DE 19963 / www.dentsply.com
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